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Halloween & Miracles
10/28/95
Paradise, CA
Beloved and holy and only child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, that is who you are. I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph -Jesus, you have called me -- and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this
evening in your timing as you have chosen to call me forth. To call me forth in a grand
reunion in great joy.
Always I come forth in great joy for that is your true nature and you are rediscovering that is that not true? Yes. Great joy is your birthright, to know the peace of
the Father, to know the happiness and the joy of the wholeness of the holy Child who
has come forth to have a grand adventure. To be in manifest form, to activate the form
and to know that you are the bridge that activates that form, you are the Spirit, the
energy of Spirit that allows the form to be active.
Great joy for you are loved of the Father, always and forever from before time
began. You are holy and you are whole, perfect, complete and there is nothing that you
will ever have to do to make yourself more worthy than you are in this moment. You are
worthy because you are the Father's creation and you are holy. The ground upon which
you walk is holy ground. It is sacred because you walk that ground with your consciousness of wholeness. Great love.
A grand time in this evening, a reunion, a celebration and I thank you for inviting
me to your celebration, your party. The celebration to acknowledge your holy evening,
the hallowed evening.
But I would ask of you, do you have just one hallowed evening in your year
known as Halloween? No, every evening in your timing when you will remember is a hallowed evening, a holy evening for you grace it with your holiness and with your remembrance of the holy Child that has come to walk this our Holy Mother, the Earth for a
time.
But I thank you for inviting me to be a part of your celebration of a hallowed
evening, to don the costumes, and you would say, "But Jeshua, I did not put on a costume." Yes, you have and you wear it well. Each and everyone of you is here in a costume. You are here in a form that you have called forth. You are here with a certain
personality that you identify with. You are here in a costume, a mask and yet, every
holy Child can see right through the mask to the holiness, the Spirit of you, to the radiance that you are.
But for a time being it suits the purpose of the holy Child in his adventure to don
a costume and to play. Allow yourselves to play, to know that all of this that you experience is but a play and when things get a bit too close, a bit in constriction, a bit in
confusion, allow yourself to step back for a moment or so from what is going on and
gain a new perspective of the play for that is truly what it is.
Each and every one of you and the brothers and sisters are all wearing, activating costumes in a grand play upon a huge stage. Everyone of you has a script that you
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have accepted in this point of focus and you have said, "I will play this script and I will
play it to the best of my ability."
Now, does that mean that there is not free will? That there it is already
scripted? The specifics are not scripted. The final ending where the curtain comes down
and the applause is heard, that is scripted yes. When the awakening, the at-one-ment is
fully realized, yes, that is scripted as the final scene in the drama. But what happens in
between that is your choice and how you want to play it and how much improv you want
to put into it, on a moment's notice and you do that in every day. You change your mind
and you say, "No, I will choose anew. I will look upon this in a new way," and you play
everyday a bit differently than the day before.
Because there seems to be a continuum from one day to another and the
changes, the shifts in perception seem to be subtle, you say, "Well, Jeshua, I don't think
I'm changing very much. Oh, I'd love to get on with it. Why can't I get on with it?" I
hear that from you and yet, from my perspective there is much that is getting on.
You are allowing many shifts in perception. You are allowing yourself to have the
courage to look upon old issues, old wounds and to have them up, to see them in wholeness and to have them healed.
You have decreed that you will have the courage and you do, to see things anew
and to bring forth a new world. A world that knows Heaven right here in expression.
That is truly what you are bringing forth, it is a new world. Not the world that you
have historically known that is of duality, that is of constriction, that is of confusion and
sorrow and doubt. But a world, yes, for a time interval that will know the oneness that
you are and bring that into manifest form as the Light experienced and extended as
Love.
You will see all of creation uplifted. You will see all of creation as Light -- which
it is -- for you will behold it in lightness. Will you wear the costumes? Yes, but you will
know that they are costumes and others will know that they are costumes, the form,
the body, but the Light that activates that costume will be seen in great radiance and if
in a moment's notice you desire to change the form you will do that as well and the
costume will be changed more easily than what you see now with the actors and actresses who have to run back stage for a moment or so and change the costume. You
will change it instantly as you desire.
Does that seem to be a miracle? Yes. And yet miracles occur naturally when you
know the oneness with the Father and the energy of the Spirit of Light that you are.
When miracles do not occur there is some blockage. There is a temporary forgetting.
That is all it is. It is not something that you would call a sin, that you must beat yourself up for. For indeed as you spend time beating yourself up for not seeing miracles,
you are holding yourself in a place that cannot see the miracle. You are focusing upon
the non-reality of constriction, of imperfection, of limitation.
So do not spend time beating yourself up in guilt, but allow yourself to imagine,
first of all, to be the grand actress that you are and to imagine, "What would it feel
like to see a miracle right in front of me? How would that miracle look? What would
that one say to me?" Play with it. Get the feeling of it as you would a certain role, a
certain script that you would play.
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All of you are grand actresses and actors. You have played many, many roles,
countless roles and you know how to do it well. But before you play a role you study it a
bit. You get into the script of it, into the feeling of it and you say, "How would it feel to
play a certain role, to be a certain person, personality?" And you do what is known as
your research if you are playing one of your historical characters and you do a bit of
research as to what she looked like, how she felt, what were the personality characteristics of that great warrior? How would he look upon certain events? You do your research.
The same is true now except that it is not what you would see as linear research, historical research. It is research that is unlimited as you allow yourself to cast
forward the reality that you identify with and to go into what you would call your future and to imagine, "How would it feel like to see miracles in every moment?" For indeed you bring forth miracles in every moment.
This gathering is a miracle. You have agreed that you will bring the energy, the
point of focus that you are to a certain place. You will activate the body, even the miracle of the vehicle that you place the body in and you think the vehicle brings the body
here. It is you as the Spirit, the consciousness that you are, that brings the body and
the vehicle to this place. That is a miracle.
In times past as you would count linear time, such a vehicle that would go seemingly without the horses driving it, pulling it as the chariots used to be, would be seen
as a miracle. You in what you would call a post lifetime when you were the charioteer,
you would look upon such a vehicle now and you would say, "But where are the horses?"
And when someone would say to you that the horses are inside, you would have to open
up and look inside, and then you would say, "Well they must be awfully small. I don't
see them."
And yet, the horses and the power known as horsepower, it is inside, but is it inside of the vehicle or is it inside of here? It is inside of you. You have brought it forth.
In every moment you bring forth the miracles. It takes only a shift in the perception to see miracles at every hand. Look upon the miracle that you wear, the miracle
of the crystal that is the energy of you. Healing energy, yes, for you are the wholeness
of healing. That is what healing means, wholeness.
So yes, the crystals are healing as you imbue them with your remembrance of
the wholeness that you are, the Spirit that you are and the crystals are most beautiful.
They reflect the Light of you. Why do you wear the beautiful jewelry? All of you are
so adorned with jewelry, pieces that reflect the light, that catch the color, the vibration
of color. Yes, all of the various colors which is you, for you are Light and you are the vibration of Light. Different frequencies and you behold it as different colors, but it is all
you and it is a miracle that you wear around your neck.
At every hand is a miracle. Even the beautiful strands of hair that you allow to
come forth so easily. It is a grand miracle. You do not sit in the awareness and say,
"Grow hair, grow." You just take it for granted that it is going to do its thing and it
does beautifully.
Have you ever studied one strand of hair and think what a miracle that is in its
vibration? For indeed it is Light in certain vibratory rate and you bring it forth.
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Script it out of a dream.
Yes, from time to time that is necessary. I see that with my beloved friend and
teacher, yes, and there are bits of it on the floor. Yes, makes a good carpet but she
does not leave it on the floor as a carpet, she sweeps it up. I tell her it would be soft.
She says, "Oh no. I have to be tidy about this," or she gets the Beloved Elder to do the
sweeping.
{Laughter}
There is a grand miracle in a strand of hair, in an eyelash, the crinkle about the
face, about the mouth, the beautiful beard. Such a miracle, and it grows without your
telling it consciously how to do it. You do tell it. You do ask it to come forth, but it is not
something that you sit in grand concentration and have to will to happen. A miracle.
Even the flexibility of going forth in a step, putting one foot in front of another,
have you thought of the miracle of movement that expresses even in what you would
see as a slowed down version of perhaps of the speed of light? But that is what you
are doing, you are going forward as the Light that you are in a certain agreed upon belief that says, "This is how it is done in this point of focus, this time, this dimension."
Another miracle.
You would look upon what you call the angels, the angelic realm, the light beings
and you would say, "Such a miracle. They can go without a form. They go as the Light
that they are." Well, you do too, but you have agreed for a time being that you will allow a certain vibratory rate which has been called density and yet it is not dense. You
have agreed upon a certain vibratory rate to be in this scene of the drama, to play the
role.
That is what it is all about and yet, this is not all there is to you. You are a certain point of focus here now. You have agreed upon that you will play this scene in the
drama, but that is not all that is going on now. You have a saying in your world, "Even
as we speak." I very much enjoy that saying, "Even as we speak." There is much of you
that is beyond this point of focus. In fact, if you will receive it, most all of you is beyond this point of focus. There is only a small percentage of you as the energy that you
are, that is focus right here in this dimension.
When you sit in what is known as your meditation and you allow yourself to expand, to connect with the oneness of the universe, with masters, with guides, angels,
even loved ones, you are reconnecting with the Allness of you, more of you than what is
recognized in other times when you believe yourself to be just a certain personality.
But at all time, which is beyond time, you are the whole Mind of the Father. You
are expressing in other dimensions, Light dimensions, being most light-hearted and other
dimensions that you would acknowledge or judge to be more dense than this agreed
upon scene in the drama.
Do you see how unlimited you are? How beautiful you are? Do you see how every
moment is a hallowed evening. It is not just once a year that you celebrate what is
known as your Halloween. You bring that forth for at least once a year to remind you,
hopefully to remind you, that you are hallowed. You are whole. You are holy, and all of
the saints that you revere and honor and worship for you have that within a certain
philosophical belief system known as a certain religion. You are one with those saints,
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for if you will receive it, you have been the very saints that you now worship and revere. If you feel a certain alignment with a certain saint, why would that be?
Because you had been them before.
Yes, because you know that one very well. You have been that one. You have expressed as that one. You have played that role. You have researched it from the inside
out, and you have played it. All of the ones that you revere, you have been. There is
nothing that is separate from you.
Allow yourself to expand into that place of knowing oneness for that is who you
are and that is what your celebration of the hallowed eve is all about. It is to revere
ones who have been known as the saints. To revere through the belief system of worship of our Holy Mother, the Earth, the goddess, through a certain belief system of
worship and knowing oneness with the goddess and with our Holy Mother, the Earth. All
of the rites of a certain season and a holy time.
It is to remind you of the sacredness of all life expression which is you. Here and
in other dimensions as you would see dimensions to be. So it is a grand time for a celebration and a grand time for a party and I thank you for inviting me to be part of it
this evening, for calling me forth.
For indeed you have heard it said, that I enjoy a party. Is this not so? When
there would be a bit of the wine, yes, and the bread, a celebration for I enjoyed -still do, if I get the chance -- a glass of good wine. And there is nothing of what you
would call a sin about enjoying a glass of good wine.
For you are the energy that has brought forth the grape in its process. You are
the one who has brought forth even what is known as the ripening of the elixir of the
grape to a certain fermentation. And will it have upon you a deleterious affect? Only if
you believe that it will. You are the vibration of that elixir and it need have no effect,
harmful, upon you.
Sounds like a sacrilege does it not? And yet you are the holy one who has
brought forth everything that you experience. You are the holy one who brings forth
all of the creations that you experience. As you will allow yourself to behold the miracle of creation in every moment and to know your oneness as whole, as holy with every
part of creation, there is no part of creation that is separate from you and will do you
in. This is true of the elixir of the grape. It is true of other substances. It is true of
the body. The body is not your enemy. The body is not here to tick off a certain number
of years and then to say, "Okay, time's up. That's it. End of this lifetime." The body is
your perfect servant. It out-pictures for you in every moment exactly the image that
you hold about yourself.
If you feel in a certain place of constriction, tension, stress as it is known, the
body will reflect that to you. You will feel that in a certain part of the body. Perhaps
all over, but as you allow yourself to come to the place of great joy and great peace
knowing your holiness and beholding the miracles at every hand and praising the miracles and the Father Who allows that miracle to come forth, you will see great miracles
even with the body.
The body does not have to be laid down in what you see as -- what is it, four
score years and ten? Or less than that? There is no time limit that says it is only good
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to serve you for a certain length of time. When you are abiding in joy, in the love of
life the body will keep serving you and you will keep on with the life, that expression.
And when you choose to say, "Okay, I will allow this costume to be laid down, I am
ready now to go on and pick up another costume, maybe as a Light being," then the
body says, "Okay, so be it." And it is laid down easily or if you decree it, there may be
more of a struggle. It is according to your belief as how it has to be.
But the body is your perfect servant. It is the same as a costume, a raiment, a
piece of raiment that you would pick up and wear and when you are finished with it, it
need not be difficult to lay it down and choose another. Indeed that is what you will do
and have done many times and there has been great joy in that.
For at all time, you are the Child of the Father and you are playing in the great
sandbox known as life, the adventure. And you have worn many costumes, many beautiful costumes and you have been the grand princess, you have been the most beautiful
radiant one upon the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth, and always your Father looks
upon you and loves you and says, "Beloved Child, play. Enjoy the play." And the Father
waits until you say, "Yes, Father, I am enjoying this play. I enjoy this costume. I enjoy
the sandbox for even within the sandbox there are the miracles of the grains of sand.
And Father, I can play in the sandbox awakened."
That is the greatest miracle of all. To play in the sandbox and to revere every
grain of sand knowing that you are one with every grain of sand and to play awakened.
That is the greatest miracle of all.
You are bringing forth now a great time, as you understand time to be, a great
age it has been called, an age of enlightenment and you are bringing forth now a great
time to be in expression upon the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth.
Why do you think you have chosen to be in expression right now? It is because
you have said, "I am a great adventuress and I want to know who I am. I want to bring
all of the qualities of great courage as the grand warrior that I am, the adventurer, I
want to bring them into expression knowing that I am the power of Light. Not as the
world would judge power which is in duality, but the power of oneness of my being and
I want to enlighten myself and my world." And that beloved ones, is exactly what you
are in process of doing.
Even as you have had the willingness to set aside what you see as this evening's
time, and I know that you value time. To set aside this evening's time for something
that is rather intangible and yet of utmost importance to the awakening. You have said,
"I will turn the focus of my attention for a certain time interval to the holiness that I
am. I will be reminded supposedly by another one who serves as my mirror. I will be
reminded of my holiness," for indeed I am not separate from you. The energy of Light
cannot be separate from what is seen as another expression of that Light.
When you see a light beam, there are many streams of light within that light
beam. Many vibrations as you would call them, and yet it is all one light beam. I am not
separate from you.
Yes, this one got it. So what you see happening right now in this gathering is a
grand miracle. I do not mean the energy that is happening right here, but the grand
miracle is the One of us. The One of us that has come forth to have an adventure
within what it seen as density. To know physicality, to know a certain vibration of energy
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that has been called physicality, that has been called matter, and to know it from the
inside out. To know it intimately, as what you have desired to know.
You brought forth creation and having brought forth creation you desired to
know, "How does it feel to be that creation? To activate that creation. How does it feel
to experience as the creation?" And so you have come and identified very specifically
with form and this has not been a sin. It has been called a fall from grace, and yet
that is not a sin. Not in the terminology and understanding of religion that calls things
sinful. It has been by design. It has been by choice. For you said, "That for a time interval as I define time, I will temporarily forget the Allness so that I can know specificity." And yet there has always been within you the still small voice that has said, "I
am this and more."
There has always been the still small voice that has reminded you that you are
more than just the specific point of focus and now what you are doing even in your celebration of a hallowed evening is to remember the wholeness, the holiness of the Child
of our Father and beautiful she is.
It is a grand time. Will you see challenges? Yes. You have always seen challenges.
Will you see the challenges in a new way, in a new light? Yes, you will for you are now
listening more and more to the still small voice that speaks within. Will there be questions? Of course there are questions, and yet you are coming to the place of saying,
"Whatever I have to decide I know that I have the courage and the wisdom to choose
rightly." And you allow yourself a moment of peace so that you may hear the inner wisdom. So that you may choose for holiness. For as in the past you have chosen for the
specificity. Now you are choosing for the holiness.
I would ask of you in this evening one thing. I would ask of you to focus in your
days known as your future that starts right now with this moment, to choose to see
miracles. To look for them. To ask of yourself, "Is there a miracle happening here?" And
yes, you will see a miracle.
For as you ask you will receive. Nothing will be denied the holy Child. There has
been by choice, a focusing on separateness. A focusing upon density and upon matter,
upon form. I would ask of you now to choose the focus of holiness and to look for the
miracle. That is what brings forth the age that you have agreed that you will bring
forth. The age of enlightenment. The age of Heaven upon earth.
Heaven is all around you. You are in it. You are it, as you remember and as you allow yourself to abide in the space of peace and joy and beauty. But Heaven will not
come into your conscious awareness until you invite it. That is the secret that is not hidden, but that is the secret of manifesting Heaven. You have to look for it, you have to
ask for it. You have to focus upon it. You have to call forth in your awareness the holiness of the holy Child and to see even the one who sits beside you as holy. Even the
one that you see as a stranger in your great shopping mall. And to pause for a moment
and to look upon that one who is so busy purchasing something and to see the holiness
of that one, to see the action of the Holy Spirit right there in activity in purchasing
something that that one perhaps sees as separate from themselves. Sees and object, a
piece of raiment perhaps, and sees it to be as separate from them. They would say,
"Well this is not me. This is separate." And yet it has come forth out of the consciousness of that one.
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To allow yourself to look upon that one in your grand shopping mall and for an
instant, to behold the Light that activates that form. You will do a shift. I will be like all
of a sudden a change and you will say, "I'm losing my mind. What is happening here?"
And indeed you are losing the constricted mind and you are moving into the whole Mind
of God, our Father.
I would ask of you in this evening to celebrate truly your hallowed evening everyday. To look for the miracles, to call forth the holiness and when you call it forth it
will not be denied you. Allow yourself to feel free in the heart. To know that you are
worthy to see the holiness of you. To know that you bring forth beauty in every moment that goes beyond what the world has understood.
You are the ones who will change your world. You cannot take the world of constriction into the Kingdom, but you can take the Kingdom which is you, the Kingdom of
peace into the world and transform it. And that is what you are about to do. That is why
you have had the willingness and the courage to spend this evening's time in this way.
I know that you value your time almost as much as your golden coins. I hear my
beloved friend and teacher speaking of how there is not enough time to do whatever,
and I know how she values it and I know how you value it. But as you will allow yourself to choose to spend your valuable time in looking for the miracles, you will find them
at every hand.
You will see them popping up right in front of you. In the eyes of another one. In
the eyes of another one who has seen sorrow and confusion and has felt that there is
nothing worth hoping for and then in a moment they will say, "Oh, perhaps there is a
bit of light in this after all," because they have seen the light in your eyes and that is
a grand miracle.
As this is an evening of miracles, as every evening is, there is one who would
speak with you about miracles. There is one who travels with me always for indeed I
cannot go anywhere without her. I speak of my mother, the one known as Mary.
I cannot go anywhere without her for indeed I cannot go anywhere without you
as the one that we are. There is no separation. But the one that you have acknowledged
as Mary my Mother, would speak with you in this evening about miracles.
Would you receive that?
Yes.
Indeed, we will have that then. I will see where she is.
{Mother Mary comes through and talks to every individual in the group.}

Mary:
I thank you for allowing me to come and be with you in this manner. I honor you
for what you are choosing to bring forth even into manifest form. Know that every moment you go forth as the Light and the Love of the Father. Blessed are you, gentle
ones, Children of the Most High.
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So be it.
{Break}
Jeshua
A time of grand joy. I have felt your energy in this evening. I have felt your energy in what you term your break and yet what is broken? Nothing. A time of grand joy
and a celebration. Grand celebration.
It is wonderful to behold all of you in your radiance as you have been showing
forth in this evening. You are allowing your radiance to come forth, to be seen, to be
felt and it is beautiful.
Yes. Everyone of you as the Light of the Father, everyone of you is beautiful. You
are allowing the joy of your heart, the true heart, to come forth and to be known in
fellowship. That is what it is all about. That is why you allow yourselves to come forth in
a group, a group of one, and to know fellowship for you are the brothers and the sisters of the One. Have you not felt that this evening?
You have felt great joy and a reunion, a remembering, a re-membering. Putting
back together the members that are seemingly separate. Remembering the One. That is
what you are doing. There is great joy in that and great Love.
It has been a celebration that I have been honored to be part of, and I thank all
of you for allowing me to come and be with you in your midst amongst you this way. Always I am with you. What you have seen demonstrated this evening is because you have
called it forth.
Does that tickle? It is beautiful when the holy Child laughs. It is beautiful when
you allow the heart to expand freely. The radiance is great.
What you have witnessed in this evening has been because of your willingness to
call it forth and to entertain the unlimitedness that you are. What you have seen in this
evening you have called forth because of your willingness now to know all of who you
are. To see an aspect of self known as a certain personality, to see an aspect of self
known as one Jeshua ben Joseph, to see an aspect of self known as Mary, Mother of
Christ. To see an aspect of self in each one of you and yet to feel the oneness of that
self, the fellowship of the One.
That is the holiness of this instant. It is the fellowship of the One, and it is because our Father has called forth the Light and you beloved one, have had the willingness to search for, to ask for, and then to acknowledge the miracle of the Light that
you are. A grand celebration.
There has been much of healing in this evening. There has been healing of the
body that has occurred in this evening. For you have allowed yourself moments of releasing constriction as you laughed, as you felt a peace, as you allowed yourself to connect once again with the joy of the heart and in that moment the body has been
healed.
But more importantly than that, there has been healing of the perceptions and of
the image that has been held throughout what you would see as many, many lifetimes.
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There has been healing because you have said, "I am willing to know my holiness. I am
willing to know, to play with, to imagine, to embrace my unlimitedness." And so therefore, it has been a healing, an evening of great healing.
Thank you beloved one, for again opening your heart and your home to the
brothers and sisters so that they could come forth in this manner and know again the
fellowship of the One. Thank you.
In this evening you have received much that you have called forth. It does not
come as separate from you. It comes because you have called it forth. You have received much to contemplate, to play with, to revel in, to enjoy. There is much that you
will take from this evening of new perception. What life is all about. Even this expression known as lifetime in this dimension, for you have allowed yourself in a time to go
beyond the bounds of what you have thought to be possible. You have stepped into the
great sea of what is probable, and you have even played with the idea that it could be
reality.
A great sea of beingness and there is much that you will take from this evening
that will encourage you in the days to come to look for the miracles as this one knows
so well. To see the miracles all around you and in that to bring forth Heaven upon our
Holy Mother, the Earth. For it is time, not because I decree it or because other masters
as you would see them to be separate and above you, have decreed it, but because you
have decreed that it is time.
It is time to come Home in a lightness of heart. It is time to know Heaven in all
of its unlimitedness even while activating the form. Even while playing in the sandbox of
the adventure. It is time.
Allow yourselves now the benediction of holiness. The saying well of the remembrance of the holiness that you are. Say well to yourself in every moment, "Holy Child, I
am loved of the Father and I come Home in that holiness." That is the grand benediction. Said well to the Self, the one Self, the fellowship of the one. For truly there is
but One, and the holy Child is that One.
I thank you for your time. I thank you for your love. But most of all I thank you
for your willingness to play with unlimitedness. Go forth from this place in this evening
in a new realization, making real in your awareness what is real, in a new realization of
the holiness that you are.
Bring forth in every day of your timing the hallowed evening. Everyday, celebrate
your Halloween. Honor and revere the holiness that you are. In that beloved ones, you
remember me.
So be it.

